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RUPTURE: Creating A Film Moment 

 
Deadlines:  
Final Film is Due for Screening 10am Tuesday, December 10 (Week 10)  
Additional milestones detailed below 
 
You’ll create a short film (maximum 2 minutes) using any combination of 16mm found footage 
and original 16mm footage. You will also be making an accompanying soundtrack for your film, 
edited digitally and played back alongside your film on screening day. This tiny film needs to 
represent some sort of RUPTURE: In the frame, in our understanding of how images and 
sounds work, in myths or stereotypes.  

Since this film is so short and is being shot/edited with 16mm film, you will need to be 
incredibly careful, deliberate and thoughtful in its execution. Each frame holds meaning, each 
gesture is being examined closely, and each decision you make collectively will matter.  

Constraints:  
● Maximum 2 minutes in length 
● Shot and edited entirely on 16mm film (and/or using 16mm found footage)  
● Soundtrack must be primarily comprised of original recorded material, and can include 

no more than 10 second samples of any pre-recorded music or appropriated sound 
● No more than 10 spoken or written words (on screen or heard through dialog) 
● You will need to choose a passage from one of our shared readings that will serve as an 

inspiration and jumping off point for your film.  

This project is an exercise in collaboration, conceptualization and production planning. You’ll 
need to work with your project partners to create a working relationship over several weeks 
that encourages shared participation in the process. The procedure (detailed on back) is 
designed to maximize your ability to do adequate production planning and to give and receive 
feedback on the projects as they evolve. There are multiple deadlines and moving parts to the 
project, and part of your learning and evaluation will be related to how well you attend to these 
expectations.  

Resources: 
Each group will be provided with 2 rolls of 16mm film; green leader is available from Media 
Loan or in the 16mm editing suites. Reasonable amounts of clear or black with color emulsion 
leader (for direct animation) are available from Avida in Media Loan. If you require other 
supplies, including leader and daylight spools, you’ll need to make arrangements to purchase 
them on your own. Here’s a reputable source: http://spectrafilmandvideo.com/Products.html 
 



PROCEDURE 
 
Week 4: Form Groups and Brainstorm Concepts 
 
Week 5: Create Concept 
Due - Tuesday 10am, 1 hard copy  
List of Group Members and Bulleted List of Project Ideas  
● What do we mean by Rupture? What are we dying to say? What are the possibilities 

and limitations within our medium?   
● What concepts from our shared readings have been inspiring to you?  

 
Due - Friday 2pm, 3 hard copies  
250 word Treatment with 2-3 pages of Preliminary Storyboards and Sketches 
● What is your film trying to say?  

○ What’s being ruptured? Why is it being ruptured? Who is this film for? Be sure 
to include your inspiring quote and discuss your reasons for using it.  

● How is your film trying to say it?  
○ What choices will you be making in terms of Cinematography (shot distances, 

composition, lighting), Editing (pace, modes of montage, sequencing), Mise-En-
Scene (performances, props, settings), Sound (how does your sound-scape 
create space and meaning)? How are those choices supporting the concept of 
your film? 

 
Week 6: Refine Concept 
Due - Friday 2pm, 1 hard copy  
Revised Treatment and Storyboards; Concrete Production Schedule 
(Group Unicorn) Submit Work Orders for Bolex cameras and other APS equipment 
 
Week 7: SHOOT/SOURCE FOOTAGE 
[Round 1] (Group Unicorn) Shooting Complete; film due Friday 10am for processing 
(Group Dragon) Submit Work Orders for Bolex cameras and other APS equipment 
 
Week 8: SHOOT/SOURCE FOOTAGE 
[Round 2] (Group Dragon) Shooting Complete; film due Friday 10am for processing 
 
Soundscape rough cut and finalized storyboard for film due:  
● Tuesday 2pm (Group Dragon) 
● Friday 10am (Group Unicorn) 

 
FALL BREAK 



Week 9: Editing 
Tuesday and Friday workshops cancelled for editing and project completion.  
 
Week 10: Screen/Critique 
Due - Tuesday 10am, All 16mm Projects on Daylight Spools 
 
 

 
 
FILM workshops 

 Group Dragon Group Unicorn 

Lighting I 

CCAM 
Tuesday, November 3 

- review 16mm workshop notes 

- Making Media “Light” (99-129) 

Tuesday, October 27 

- review 16mm workshop notes  

- Making Media “Light” (99-129) 

Lighting II 

CCAM 
Friday, November 6 

- bring sample lighting diagrams 

Friday, October 30 

- bring sample lighting diagrams 

16mm Project Support 

LIB 1540 

Friday, November 13 Tuesday, November 10 

 
 
SOUND workshops 

 Group Dragon Group Unicorn 

Digital Audio Recording 

MML 
Tuesday, October 27 

- prepare for proficiencies 

Tuesday, November 3 

- prepare for proficiencies 

Digital Audio Editing 

MML 
Friday, October 30 

- Making Media “Sound” (131-159) 

Friday, November 6 

- Making Media “Sound” (131-159) 

Audio Project Support 

MML 
Tuesday, November 10 

- Making Media “Time” (171-181) 

Friday, November 13 

- Making Media “Time” (171-81) 

Soundscapes DUE Tuesday, November 17 Friday, November 20 

 
 
               



Audio Field Recording Activity 
 
After we learn audio foundations and how to use the Olympus recorder, you will have an hour to work 
with your project group on field recording. Bring notebooks or paper and writing implements as well as 
the gear. 
 
listening 

1. With your group, choose a nearby sound environment (place or space) and spend ~10 minutes 
simply LISTENING (close your eyes for at least part of the time.  

a. What are the foundational sounds like? These are usually sounds that are more constant and 
may be more difficult to pick out because we tune them out after a while. 

b. What are the sounds that punctuate or highlight the space? 

c. Imagine the sound space divided into a foreground (closest to you), midground (middle 
distance from you), and background (furthest away). 

2. Individually, draw a SOUND MAP (graphic representation of sounds in space) of the sound 
environment, in detail, placing your listening position at the center of the map. Note the source and 
location of the sounds and describe their qualities: pitch (frequency), volume, texture (timbre), 
rhythm (pattern), tempo (speed). You can use words, colors, and drawings to describe the sounds. 

3. Finally, compare and discuss your maps with your partners, noting similarities and differences in your 
perceptions of the sound there. 

                   
recording 

With your group, collect recordings of the sounds that make up this space. What sounds would you 
need to gather to create a rich, interesting audio representation of it? Be sure to record both ambient 
and focused sounds. As you work, LOG your recordings by noting subject, place, time, duration, 
what mic/equipment you’re using, and any other information. You will return to the MML to transfer 
your files from the recorder to server space as instructed.   
 

between Tuesday and Friday, you may wish to record additional sounds for your piece 
 

Audio Editing Activity 
 
You will have at least one hour for assisted work after learning the basics of digital audio and Adobe 
Audition. You can begin preparing and editing your own recordings. Keep in mind the above constraints 
for your soundscape (which should be approximately the same length as your film – with a maximum of 
2 minutes).  
 
Some possible approaches: Build a deep sound space (use multiple tracks) that transforms over time. As 
opposed to creating a seamless sense of a “real” sound space, work with your sound according to the 
logic of the cut and conflict. Create juxtapositions of texture, volume, duration, tempo; work with 
creating rhythm and “musical” patterns. Use stereo panning and volume changes to situate your listener 
and move them through the listening experience. Explore the emotional rather than the 
representational effects of sound.  


